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ABSTRACT

This workshop was organized by the European Centre for Environment and Health of the WHO Regional Office for Europe. It was targeted at national decision-makers in the health, water, sanitation and rural development sectors from Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation and Ukraine. The workshop sought to facilitate a subregional exchange of experiences relating to safe, sustainable small-scale water-supply and sanitation services in rural areas, and to promote good practices to improve the safety and sustainability of such services.

Participants reviewed regulatory requirements and institutional responsibilities for the management and public health surveillance of small water and sanitation systems, discussed relevant challenges, identified methods for improvement, presented policy tools and internationally recognized good practices, shared national experiences with these tools and practices, described the benefits and implementation of the water and sanitation safety planning approaches for small-scale systems, and discussed future actions to improve the management of small-scale systems, including possible targets under the Protocol on Water and Health.
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Executive summary

Background and objectives

Supported by the United Nations Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) and the WHO Regional Office for Europe, the Protocol on Water and Health aims to protect human health and well-being through better water management and the prevention and control of water-related diseases. The Protocol offers a practical framework to help countries realize the aspirations of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development incrementally, particularly the call to combat waterborne diseases in Goal 3 and to provide equitable, universal access to safely managed drinking-water and sanitation services in Goal 6.

Evidence from across the entire WHO European Region has shown that small water and sanitation systems face a range of organizational, managerial and financial challenges in ensuring the universality, equity and safety of services. Improving the situation of small water-supply and sanitation services and promoting the safe and efficient management of these services are two of the key priorities in the programme of work for 2017–2019 adopted by the parties to the Protocol. In 2016, to support policy action under the Protocol to improve these small systems, the Regional Office published the guidance document Taking policy action to improve small-scale water supply and sanitation systems: tools and good practices from the pan-European region.

The workshop in Minsk targeted national decision-makers in the sectors of health, water, sanitation and rural development from Belarus, Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation and Ukraine. It aimed to facilitate the subregional exchange of experiences relating to safe, sustainable small water-supply and sanitation services in rural areas and to promote good practices to improve them. The workshop had several specific objectives:

- to review the regulatory requirements and institutional responsibilities for the management and public health surveillance of small water-supply and sanitation systems;
- to discuss specific challenges and identify methods for addressing them;
- to introduce policy tools and internationally recognized good practices and discuss country experiences in improving these small systems;
- to describe the implementation and benefits of both water and sanitation safety planning approaches for such systems; and
- to discuss future actions to strengthen the management and performance of small systems, including the setting of targets under the Protocol.

The workshop was designed to strengthen national capacities for improving the safe management of small water-supply and sanitation systems and to inspire relevant policy actions and programmes.

Workshop programme

The workshop was divided into seven thematic sessions over the course of three days.

- Session 1 outlined why small water-supply and sanitation systems are of concern. Representatives from the focus countries described how they are addressing key issues.
- Session 2 presented the water safety plan (WSP) approach for small systems. It examined a risk-assessment tool and WSP capacity-building, implementation and scale-up.
• Session 3 introduced the sanitation safety plan (SSP) approach for small systems and featured an interactive rural planning exercise and group work on implementation.
• Session 4 addressed monitoring and surveillance of drinking-water quality and sanitary conditions in small water systems, including how to conduct a national rapid assessment.
• Session 5 focused on private wells, with relevant experiences from several countries.
• Session 6 turned to the issues of sustainable financing. It featured an exercise on estimating direct support costs and discussion of how to finance them.
• Session 7 was a roundtable discussion of the steps that the seven focus countries can take to improve the safety of small water-supply and sanitation systems.

Conclusions

Overarching themes
• Small water and sanitation systems need to be examined from a public health perspective.
• Neighbouring countries provide rich opportunities to collaborate and learn from each other’s experiences.

Global context
• The Sustainable Development Goals call for safely managed water and sanitation services for all.
• Principles of universality and equity support increased attention to rural areas and small systems.

Regional context
• Small systems are a priority of the Protocol on Water and Health.
• Small-system issues can and should be included in national target-setting.

Small systems
• Widespread challenges for small systems include poor water-quality compliance, limited surveillance capacity, inadequate staffing and training, unsustainable financing and outdated systems.
• Some noteworthy tactics to address these challenges are connecting to larger (regional) operators, establishing financial support schemes, utilizing local authorities for advice, employing social media and developing smartphone-based solutions.

WSPs
• Based on risk-based principles, WSPs provide a public health benchmark for drinking-water supplies that is readily adaptable to varied national contexts. The step-by-step nature of WSPs facilitates the safe, effective management of small supplies.
• WSP implementation needs to be promoted at the national level, e.g. by integrating WSP-related requirements in regulations and norms for small or decentralized supplies, initiating pilots, disseminating case studies, developing guidance tools for operators and private owners, and raising awareness in the national water sector.
• Country action plans or roadmaps should be developed to implement the WSP approach.

Small sanitation systems and SSPs
• Sanitation requires looking at the entire waste chain. Major issues for small sanitation systems include a lack of information on the various elements of the waste chain,
diffusion of responsibility among different actors and authorities, and the existence of many exposure groups.

- The goal of sanitation safety planning is to ensure that sanitation systems are managed to meet health objectives. SSPs identify and prioritize risks throughout the waste chain to improve waste collection, treatment and disposal.
- An SSP is a platform that brings diverse stakeholders together. It empowers public health advocacy while demanding – and reinforcing – health sector leadership.

**Risk-based surveillance**

- Risk-based surveillance provides a cost-effective way to address public health risks and guide interventions in the enormous number of small water-supply and sanitation systems.
- Targeted advocacy activities for decision-makers, capacity-building and strengthened regulatory requirements can all be used to promote risk-based surveillance. The EU directive on drinking water can be used to introduce the risk-based approach for water systems.
- Monitoring parameters should be limited to a small set of core indicators plus others that are locally relevant. It is also important to monitor service levels and the performance of suppliers and authorities. Historical risk data can help determine which indicators to monitor, which sites to monitor and how often to conduct surveillance.

**Private wells**

- Private wells are the most unreliable type of water supply, with low compliance rates for water quality and poor sanitary conditions. They should therefore be subject to regulation and surveillance.
- A rapid assessment of private wells can be invaluable in raising political awareness of the issues and guiding programming.
- Support possibilities include social media, smartphone solutions for sanitary inspection and financial support schemes for well improvements.

**Costing and financing**

- All life-cycle costs – including recurrent costs such as operations, maintenance and support – need to be considered to ensure the long-term sustainability of a water-supply or sanitation system.
- Analysis of direct support costs can help define resourcing needs, depending on the political ambitions for health protection. It can also help inform decisions about the extent of surveillance activities.

**Next steps**

**Mission possible #1 – a to-do list for participants**

- ![ ] Attend subregional workshop.
- ![ ] Put WSP approach in place, or at least promote it.
- ![ ] Make sure that rural sanitation and SSPs are on the policy radar.
- ![ ] Incorporate risk-based principles in surveillance.
- ![ ] Develop a plan to address the safety of private wells.
- ![ ] Determine costs and allocate funding effectively.
Establish targets for small systems within the Protocol context.

**Mission possible #2 – a to-do list for the European Centre for Environment and Health**

- Explore the possibility of translating the United Kingdom risk-assessment tool into Russian.
- Provide access to the IRC costing tool.
- Explore the possibility of working with the IRC to translate the tool to Russian and adapt it for the subregion.
- Assemble and disseminate a set of relevant case studies and tools.
Introduction

This workshop was organized by the European Centre for Environment and Health of the WHO Regional Office for Europe. It was hosted by the Scientific Practical Center of Hygiene of the Belarus Ministry of Health in Minsk on 15–17 March 2017, with generous financial support from the Ministry and the Regional Office.

The three-day workshop targeted national decision-makers in the sectors of health, water, sanitation and rural development from the Baltic states (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) and the eastern European countries of Belarus, the Republic of Moldova, the Russian Federation and Ukraine. The 44 participants also included WHO advisers from Germany, the Netherlands, Portugal, Serbia and the United Kingdom who shared their experiences with small water-supply and sanitation systems, as well as a large contingent of students and other observers from Belarus. See Annex 1 for the full list of participants.

Opening session. Background, objectives and expected outcomes

The workshop was opened by the Siarhei Sychyk, the director of the Center of Hygiene, on behalf of the deputy minister of health, Natalia Zhukova, and by the head of the WHO country office in Belarus, Batyr Berdylklychev. They welcomed participants to the venue and to Minsk. Oliver Schmoll and Enkhtsetseg Shinee of the European Centre for Environment and Health served as co-chairs. The workshop programme indicates who chaired each thematic session and who gave the individual presentations (see Annex 2). Alexander Reshetov and Viachaslau Pliatau served as English–Russian interpreters, and Misha Hoekstra as rapporteur.

The opening session provided an overview of the workshop background and objectives, starting with the Protocol on Water and Health. Supported by the UNECE and the Regional Office, the Protocol aims to protect human health and well-being through better water management and the prevention and control of water-related diseases. The Protocol offers a practical framework to help countries realize the aspirations of the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development incrementally, particularly the call to combat waterborne diseases in Goal 3 and to provide equitable, universal access to safely managed drinking water and sanitation services in Goal 6.

Evidence from across the entire WHO European Region has shown that small water and sanitation systems face a range of organizational, managerial and financial challenges in ensuring the universality, equity and safety of services. Improving the situation of small water-supply and sanitation services and promoting the safe and efficient management of these services are two of the key priorities in the Protocol programme of work for 2017–2019. In 2016, to support policy action under the Protocol to improve these small systems, the Regional Office published the guidance document Taking policy action to improve small-scale water supply and sanitation systems: tools and good practices from the pan-European region.

The Protocol covers the entire water cycle. Half of the Member States in the WHO European Region have ratified it, including the seven focus countries at the workshop; however, Latvia, Lithuania and the Russian Federation have not yet set national targets, and only the Republic of Moldova has set full targets for small systems.

The workshop aimed to facilitate the subregional exchange of experiences relating to the safety and sustainability of small water-supply and sanitation services in rural areas, and to promote good practices to improve these services. The workshop had several specific objectives:
- to review the regulatory requirements and institutional responsibilities concerning the management and public health surveillance of small water-supply and sanitation systems;
- to discuss specific challenges and identify methods for addressing them;
- to introduce policy tools and internationally recognized good practices and discuss country experiences in improving these small systems;
- to describe the implementation and benefits of both water and sanitation safety planning approaches for such systems; and
- to discuss future actions to strengthen the management and performance of small-scale systems, including the setting of targets under the Protocol.

The workshop was expected to encourage cooperation within the subregion, to strengthen national capacities for improving the safe management of small water-supply and sanitation systems and to inspire relevant programmes and policy actions, including the establishment of national targets under the Protocol.

**Session 1. Situation of small water-supply and sanitation services**

The first thematic session provided background on the state of small water-supply and sanitation services in the European Region, particularly in the seven focus countries.

Nearly 30% of the population in the Region lives in rural areas, where decentralized water and sanitation systems are often necessary for technical, hygienic and economic reasons. Less than 60% of rural households have piped water, and just 70% have improved sanitation facilities. Small water and sanitation systems are both diverse and numerous – hundreds of thousands across the European Region – posing enormous support and monitoring challenges.

While there is no agreement on what constitutes a small system, there are some typical features: they are not sufficiently addressed by national regulations; ownership is often unclear; financial resources are limited; and staff frequently lack training, an understanding of health risks and access to technical support. Common pollution risks include ageing infrastructure, inadequate sanitation protection and practices, poor management of animal waste and vulnerability to heavy rainfall. Moreover, water quality surveillance is usually minimal, with at best a single sample taken annually.

The consequences include unsafe services, infrastructure breakdowns, drinking-water shortages, lower compliance with standards – and increased health risks. Although data are limited, particularly for rural areas, a study of the Nordic countries found that more than a third of waterborne disease outbreaks were linked to single-household supplies. An analysis by Hunter et al. found that in Europe, investing in improvements had a benefit–cost ratio in preventing acute diarrhoeal illness that ranged from 2.5 : 1 to 21.3 : 1.

Across the European Region, countries are recognizing the importance of policy action to provide safe, sustainable water and sanitation services to protect public health. Insofar as the right to safe, clean drinking water and sanitation is essential to the full enjoyment of all human rights, it is critical to ensure that people served by small systems enjoy the same level of protection as those served by large ones.

The remainder of the session was dedicated to situation reports from individual countries.

In Belarus, water systems are not classified by size but by whether they are centralized or not. The country is fortunate to have artesian sources for most of its water, the most common issues
being the presence of insoluble mechanical particles of iron and manganese. Iron content is declining in both private and communal systems. Other issues include the presence of chlorine, nitrates and hydrogen sulphide, as well as poorly treated wastewater from agriculture and industry. Outbreaks of waterborne illnesses are not recorded; they are usually due to a lack of disinfection, poor water sanitation and a lack of timely maintenance. Dysentery has declined steeply; the incidence of hepatitis A is low, thanks to vaccination; and the prevalence of helminthic diseases has apparently fallen. Small water systems are usually institutionally owned; institutional systems are more prone to contamination, but an effort has been made to convert them to specialized systems, and non-compliance rates are declining. Many private wells are being transferred to public ownership, enabling sanitary surveillance, and a great deal of piping has been constructed. The most unreliable water source is pit wells, which are adversely affected by agricultural activity, a lack of regular purification and a lack of experts who can make these systems safe. The number of non-compliant pit wells has been halved in recent years.

In Estonia, most of the population has access to high-quality drinking water from public supplies, while 14% rely on private or community-managed supplies. Studies have shown that one half of private consumers drink water that does not meet quality standards, but they cannot be forced to drink safe water. There is little awareness of the health risks, so the government has produced information booklets; they are rarely read, but mass and social media are proving more effective. Estonia also provides free consultations. Local communities issue housing permits only if a water analysis is performed, and home businesses (such as tourist rentals) are required to have safe sources. While there is not enough funding to make individual wells safe, Enterprise Estonia (managed by the Ministry of Finance) now provides up to two thirds of the funding to either drill a new well, renovate an old one or connect to a public supply. Thirteen per cent of the population relies on small sanitation systems. Most of these systems were built before 2000 and more than 20% before 1980; about a quarter of the older systems do not meet standards.

The entire water supply of Latvia comes from underground sources; 21% of the population receives their water from small systems ($\leq$100 m$^3$/day). A total of 63% of the population has access to sanitation services. There have been no registered outbreaks of infectious diseases that might be waterborne. The country has nine major pieces of water-related legislation, including strict requirements for protective zones around water-supply points and for wastewater and pollutant discharges. Other than a lower frequency of sampling – yearly vs. quarterly – small water systems are subject to the same regulations as large ones. Among consumers of small water supplies, 64% have access to water of adequate quality; non-compliance is much higher for chemical than for microbiological parameters. Issues of concern include no requirements to implement WSPs; low monitoring frequency; compliance for iron, sulphates and ammonium; delays in taking remedial action; ageing infrastructure; and a lack of on-site expertise.

In Lithuania, 38% of households have their own unlicensed water supplies, and a similar percentage manage their own waste. Municipalities are responsible for providing areas with more than 50 people with access to water and sanitation. In 2015, they provided 80% of these areas with water and 72% of them with sanitation; the national target is 95% for both services. Prices are much higher for public services in thinly populated areas, which discourages new customers. Regulations do not address wells adequately; one survey found that more than 80% of dug wells did not satisfy microbiological standards. While water quality in these wells has been improving, it is still generally unsafe, with about 50% of samples failing to meet microbiological standards and 30% toxicological standards. To prevent nitrate and nitrite poisoning, public health centres test the water from dug wells used by pregnant women and infants. Only one third of these samples test as safe; the centres provides cleaning recommendations for people whose samples exceed acceptable limits.
In the Republic of Moldova, 35% of the population relies on small water supplies, defined as supplying less than 200 m$^3$/day or serving fewer than 2000 people. Centralized systems are less common for sanitation than for water supply, and most of them do not treat wastewater. Last year, the country revised its Protocol targets and adopted a national programme for implementing the Protocol between 2016 and 2025. The targets included the adoption of regulations for both water-supply and sanitation systems in 2016 and the construction of 150 alternative sanitation systems by 2025. The government adopted its first regulation establishing requirements for small water supplies. Microbiological safety remains an issue, with about 20% of rural water systems being non-compliant. Last year, a national clearinghouse established under the Protocol organized a national communication campaign on water and health issues, including training for operators of small water supplies. Financing of water and sanitation efforts remains a major challenge; others include training the operators of small systems, the implementation of WSPs and equitable access in general.

Like Belarus, the Russian Federation doesn’t distinguish water supplies by size but by whether they are centralized or not. While the 160,000 water supplies are evenly divided between centralized and decentralized supplies, the latter cover only 6% of the population, indicating that they tend to be much smaller. The quality of decentralized systems has been declining. There are a host of relevant laws and regulations addressing water-supply quality, location, equipment and monitoring, including numerous individualized chemical and microbiological parameters. In 2016, chemical non-compliance in water samples was 28%, being greatest in the Ural Federal District and due primarily to naturally occurring impurities, while microbiological non-compliance was 20%, with the biggest problems in the Central Federal District.

In Ukraine, access to centralized water supply is rare in most rural areas, but there are few data on decentralized supplies. Non-compliance for water samples from decentralized supplies has risen slowly in recent years, reaching 33% for chemical parameters and 18% for microbiological ones in 2015. For centralized sources, most non-compliance is due to the absence of sanitary protection zones. Also in 2015, Ukraine saw three major disease outbreaks related to water, primarily affecting children; all three stemmed from poor quality water in centralized supplies. The largest was an intestinal infection that struck 155 people; the other two were rotavirus infections that struck 35 people in all. The percentage of wastewater released into the ocean and other surface waters has been declining, falling to 27% for domestic sources and 22.5% for industrial ones.

It was noted that high compliance rates can be a reflection of infrequent sampling, which often misses risks. The question was also raised about whether centralized systems are always safer.

**Session 2. Scaling up the water safety plan (WSP) approach in small systems**

The second session explained why and how to implement WSPs and featured case studies from the United Kingdom and Moldova.

WSPs support the shift in WHO guidelines from detecting problems to reducing risks. Part of the international push for safely managed services, WSPs can be used any type or size of water supply, and they have been increasingly recognized as a benchmark in public health. Traditional compliance testing cannot detect short-term fluctuations, especially when testing is infrequent, and outbreaks can occur in the absence of faecal indicators. WSPs provide an effective, proactive approach that focuses on the comprehensive assessment and management of risk.
The WSP cycle involves identifying, assessing and addressing potential health risks, then monitoring the improvements made – and repeating the entire cycle again and again. Hazard identification requires systematically examining every element of the individual supply system, from catchment to consumption, for potential contamination events. Each event is assigned a score based on likelihood and severity, and that score is used to prioritize improvements. Once improvements are made, operational monitoring requires both frequent water quality measurements and periodic assessment of the system’s observable features; it should involve the community wherever possible. WSPs result in fewer contamination incidents, increased compliance and long-term health gains. Their adoption changes the role of surveillance agencies from compliance monitoring to WSP auditing, and they can guide public health surveillance and response. WSPs also require suppliers to be proactive rather than responsive. For small systems, WHO has developed an invaluable field guide, in both English and Russian, that is simple to understand and includes hands-on instructions and templates.

The session then turned to the United Kingdom and a risk-assessment tool that local authorities there use to monitoring small private water supplies; these bodies have been responsible for implementing a risk-assessment approach since 2009. The Drinking Water Inspectorate developed the tool, consisting of a series of simple questions to identify hazards from source to tap, as well as guidance for each hazard. It captures contact details for everyone who uses the water, facilitating notification if health risks arise. The severity of each risk is predetermined by the tool; the local authority assesses the likelihood of the risk, and then the tool calculates the risk level. At the end, it summarizes all the risks, concentrating on high and very high risks, and prompts the user for which actions can be undertaken to address them and who is responsible for doing so, and creates an action plan. There is room to add comments, including the authority’s overall confidence in the management of the supply. The tool was later shared with the participants online. Several expressed strong interest in adapting it for their countries.

Attention then shifted to the Republic of Moldova’s experience with WSP capacity-building. The development and implementation of WSPs are recommended in two national strategies, for health and for water and sanitation. A draft law included in the association agreement with the European Union (EU) would make WSPs mandatory for drinking water supplies. The country prepared guidance in 2015 on multisectoral WSP development, covering the major steps outlined above. Since 2014, the Regional Office and the Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation have sponsored three WSP trainings. Last year, four participating suppliers developed WSPs, but despite support from public health officials, none of the plans have been implemented, due to a lack of experience and resources. This year, a pilot project has been undertaken to foster WSP uptake; it involves the development of model plans for three different types of sites. These plans will later be disseminated to all water suppliers and public authorities in the country.

Countries adopt and scale up the WSP approach in different ways, depending on whether the process is driven by the government, water suppliers, donors, or professional or industry groups. To help, WHO has produced a document called A road map to support country-level implementation of water safety plans, available online in English and Russian. It outlines eight simplified steps for stakeholders to take to facilitate national implementation.

1. Learn about WSPs and communicate benefits to the water and health sector.
2. Establish a preliminary vision with a multisectoral steering committee and perhaps a technical working group.
3. Pilot WSPs to develop practical expertise and national examples.
4. Develop a scale-up strategy to support the preliminary vision – the national WSP roadmap.
5. Establish support mechanisms, including training, with national resources in the national language to ensure relevance and a sense of national ownership.

6. Establish policy and regulatory instruments, starting with an enabling environment and ending with legal requirements, with a phased timescale for compliance.

7. Verify the effectiveness and quality of WSPs by auditing them.

8. Review WSP experiences on an ongoing basis to share the benefits of the approach, and to identify implementation gaps and resource needs that need to be addressed.

Participants then briefly reflected on the status of the legal framework and institutional capacities for WSPs in their countries – and the bottlenecks to implementation. Belarus has adopted guidelines on how to conduct risk analyses in line with the WSP approach, but no legal requirements. Estonia has no WSPs, but it does require something similar for very large suppliers, and soon for large ones too. Small suppliers want funding support to do these assessments; they would find a WSP approach simpler and more acceptable. Latvia is using Annex 2 of the EU directive on drinking water to make WSPs obligatory for large suppliers, as well as researching the best way to have medium and small suppliers implement it. In Lithuania, a national working group is working to implement a plan on water and health and hoping to use its targets to amend existing laws. Right now, water safety is primarily the responsibility of the health sector, with little engagement by the environmental sector. The challenge in the Republic of Moldova is with capacity-building for water suppliers; the focus now is on smaller operators. The legal framework is in place. The Russian Federation is planning to adopt a new law, but until regulations are made specifying standards and who does what, nothing will be implemented. Serbia is drafting a law on drinking water that mandates WSPs, to be followed by regulations on methodology and implementation. Ukraine is struggling at present with numerous administrative changes. The United Kingdom has done cost–benefit analysis that shows huge savings in monitoring expenditures for suppliers switching over to the WSP approach – a persuasive argument for them.

It was noted that WSP uptake can be promoted in contacts with national delegations in the European Environment and Health process. The Protocol targets can also be useful in developing a vision for WSP uptake and the establishment of pilots. In addition, the Protocol also includes an action point on helping countries to develop roadmaps for scaling up the adoption of WSPs. When asked what specific kinds of support they would find useful, participants mentioned an overview of available tools; a computer-based tool aimed at small and medium-size suppliers; a collection of case studies from different countries; help in setting up national pilot projects; and facilitation of bilateral partnerships, so that a country with WSP experience can mentor one who is figuring it out.

**Session 3. The sanitation safety plan (SSP) approach**

The third session provided an introduction to SSPs, featuring an interactive exercise and group work.

Sanitation is generally a low political priority, particularly in rural areas, where most households are on their own when it comes to building and operating their systems. Not surprisingly, most of these systems do not function properly, and data on them are lacking. Yet they can have significant adverse effects on the environment, on the safety of water and food and on health. Under the Protocol, signatory countries are committed to providing adequate sanitation and ensuring the safe use of wastewater and sewage sludge in agriculture. The Sustainable Development Goals have explicit targets, including universal access to adequate, equitable
sanitation and an end to open defecation (Target 6.2), and halving the proportion of untreated wastewater and increasing safe reuse (Target 6.3).

The SSP is a stepwise tool to address health risks and ensure safe management of the entire sanitation chain, including wastewater treatment and reuse. It is based on the WHO guidelines for the safe use of wastewater, excreta and greywater. It encompasses waste generation, treatment and use, and product use and consumption.

The workshop participants engaged in a roleplaying exercise involving the fictional town of Newtown, with both septic tanks and cesspits. They identified health risks and how they were being managed, assessed risk levels and then described how to minimize them and who should take action – in essence, a simple SSP.

A multi-stakeholder planning process is critical to SSP success; it should include representatives from throughout the sanitation chain. It is also important to engage the support of a lead agency, to obtain financial and resource commitments and to promote an enabling policy environment. Initial assessment should be conducted to map out the elements of the system and then characterize the constituents of the waste stream and the health hazards they pose (biological, chemical and physical). It is crucial to describe potential exposure groups (workers, farmers, local community and consumers) and exposure routes, the factors that affect system performance and vulnerability, and relevant technical and regulatory information.

A key component of an SSP is risk assessment – identifying and prioritizing all risks, including not only normal operating risks but also system failures and accidents, seasonal and climatic events, indirect hazards (such as vermin and upstream vectors) and cumulative hazards (such as chemical accumulation in soil). The results are then used to develop and implement first, an incremental improvement plan, and second, a monitoring plan that covers regular operational monitoring and periodic verification, SSP audits and review of the SSP itself.

While both WSPs and SSPs are risk-based frameworks with many similarities, WSPs are convergent, using multiple barriers to prevent contamination of the water supply, while SSPs are divergent, using multiple barriers to prevent exposure to faecal waste along the sanitation chain. As such, WSPs focus on the water supplier, while SSPs involve many numerous exposure groups and actors. Cooperation across sectors is thus paramount for the success of SSPs.

The workshop participants rounded out the session by dividing up into four groups, each considering different aspects of the rural application of SSPs. The first group highlighted problems particularly relevant for rural sanitation – the biggest being a lack of political interest and will. Other challenges they identified included an absence of controls, a lack of irregular cleaning, unlawful connections to central sewerage systems, frequently rotating operators, a dearth of training, heavy rains, substandard siting of systems and poor public awareness.

Another group enumerated ways in which the SSP approach can improve rural sanitation: better waste collection, better cleaning of system elements (tanks, latrines, wastewater), utilization of technology, improved communication among stakeholders, greater public awareness, increased recognition that sanitation is an environmental issue, economic boosts and a decrease in the spread of infectious diseases. The third group identified stakeholders who should be involved in implementing SSPs. Besides local actors, who play a central role, they mentioned academia, the public, health agencies, the ministry of agriculture, the ministry of the environment, district and municipal services, and lawmakers.
The final group discussed how SSPs could be integrated into their own programmes. They suggested developing a variety of trainings, utilizing the media and other communication methods and leading actively on the issue. Issues to address include a clear assignment of responsibilities, the targeting of communications and the handling of local natural features.

The health sector has shown much more interest in clean water, tending to be concerned about sanitation only insofar as it affects water. In contrast to water systems, the sanitation chain involves many steps and many actors, most of them from outside the health sector. Multisectoral action is thus critical, but political will on the issue is generally lacking; sanitation is not a politically “sexy” topic. Yet the health repercussions can be substantial. That is why WHO is committed to getting sanitation higher on the political agenda – and to using SSPs as the best way to address sanitation.

**Session 4. Monitoring and surveillance of small-scale services**

This session dealt with monitoring and surveillance of water-supply services. It included a case study on rapid assessment of small rural water systems in Serbia and some reflections from the Russian Federation on how to improve the sensitivity of microbiological testing.

An effective public health framework for safe drinking water has three components: health-based targets, WSPs and independent surveillance. Key surveillance functions include monitoring compliance with water quality standards, conducting sanitary inspections, identifying contamination risks and causes, informing improvements and outbreak responses, analysing trends, auditing WSPs and advising suppliers and communities. Surveillance does not free suppliers from quality control. With small systems, surveillance resources are limited but the number of supplies is very large. Even when surveillance requirements are in place, they are often not followed – and the smaller the system, the lower the priority.

Site inspections are critical, but in practice, small supplies have a single water sample tested annually at best. Such practice misses weather events and seasonal variations and provides no opportunity to inspect the supply and inform improvements – excellent reasons to adopt WSPs, with their emphasis on risk-based management and operational monitoring. When it comes to water testing, long lists of parameters are inefficient, and most of the parameters provide minimal added value. WHO emphasizes instead a few core parameters with public health significance: *E. coli*, nitrates, turbidity, colour and odour, dissolved solids and, if relevant, chlorine, fluoride and arsenic. Others should be added if locally relevant. Rapid testing can be a good option for outbreak situations, but most rapid tests do not meet national standards. Water quality monitoring should be complemented by sanitary inspections, another example of risk-based surveillance that can be performed regularly at low cost. To increase effectiveness, small system surveillance should be prioritized to focus first on priority areas, as identified through systematic reporting.

How does a country proceed if it has minimal information about small water supplies? To answer this question, the session considered the case of Serbia again. To help it set national Protocol targets, the Serbian Institute of Public Health conducted a rapid survey of the country’s small rural water supplies, based on the WHO model in *Rapid assessment of drinking-water quality: a handbook for implementation*. It used cluster sampling to provide a representative picture of water supplies while keeping costs down. Ten questionnaires were prepared, each with 10 risk questions geared to a different type of water supply or network. The survey found that among the individual supplies the majority were either protected springs, most of them unfenced, or boreholes, where latrines and other pollution sources were common. Invaluable data was also
collected on chemical and microbiological compliance, system age and operator training. The rapid assessment created a strong basis for deciding on programming priorities to address the biggest threats to public health, as well as strong arguments for making WSPs mandatory, developing action plans and raising public awareness.

Drawing on nearly a half century of experience in the Russian Federation, several concrete suggestions were made for improving the control of microbiological contamination in drinking water. In recent years, unidentified etiologist account for two thirds of acute intestinal infections there – indicating the need to strengthen the identification of pathogens. Testing with a glucose medium can detect all genera of bacteria in the Enterobacteriaceae, including many that are not detected when testing for E. coli with a lactose medium, notably Salmonella. Glucose-based media should therefore be employed when possible. The Russian Federation has also developed a track membrane with a special nutrient medium that permits testing all the bacteria colonies on the membrane and give a reliable answer within 24 hours, in contrast to the prevailing membranes, which take two or three days and are unreliable due to subjective sampling. Unfortunately, the track membrane is not yet being produced on a large scale.

While surveillance usually focuses on water quality, it is also important to collect data from service providers on service level parameters such as water quantity, availability, accessibility and affordability, and to monitor the performance of water suppliers and authorities. Four of the focus countries monitor small public piped supplies for some of these parameters; monitoring is less common for small community-managed supplies and essentially non-existent for private supplies. Participants heard about two models that monitor small supplies. A Portuguese model collects data on 16 service-level and service-provider indicators, including indicators that address economic and infrastructural sustainability and the adequacy of human resources. A model used in nine Latin American countries collects data via smartphones to assign performance rankings to small suppliers; among other things, it gathers information on community sanitation and the provision of technical assistance. This system is used to assign performance rankings, which are then made public. Major issues for small-system monitoring include continuity, quality control, coverage of private supplies and, in particular, using the data for planning, regulation and corrective action – which is what makes the monitoring worth while.

The session ended with a roundtable discussion focusing on the use of risk-based surveillance for small systems in the focus countries and what might help encourage it. Belarus does not collect data on wells. For other sources, it inspects supplies as well as testing for water quality. Checklists similar to those shown for the United Kingdom are used to calculate risks, but the approach is not yet codified in law. Case studies showing health benefits and problems prevented might be helpful in promoting further development of a risk-based approach. In Estonia, most small water supplies are unregulated private systems. It is promoting risk-based surveillance; advertising would help, as well as regulations that require monitoring. Latvia has no risk-based surveillance at present; it would require a great deal of work to adopt it, and there are no plans to do so. The health ministry might be interested if it appears to be financially feasible, ideally in collaboration with the environmental agencies, but the higher levels of the ministry would need to be persuaded and there is little political will at present. Lithuania is mapping out all possible sources of groundwater contamination throughout the country, including boreholes, old septic tanks, industrial waste, etc. The Lithuanian Centre for Health Promotion and Disease Prevention is conducting trainings and mass media campaigns for the majority of small suppliers. The Republic of Moldova is starting to implement WSPs. Operators and owners are responsible for monitoring, but it often falls to the public health authority. Besides water quality, they also monitor continuity of supply, leakages and pipe failures. In the Russian Federation, there are 90 000 private wells. Small systems are supposed to have water testing and sanitary inspections every year, but on average it is every three years. The country has experienced outbreaks in the


absence of microbiological indicators. Additional monitoring will not be conducted if it is not specified by regulations, so the regulations would need to be changed. At present, a risk-based approach is used only for centralized systems, but the participants will propose implementing it in decentralized ones, too. Finally, Ukraine is revising its monitoring plans, including those for small systems. They are somewhat risk-based, but more emphasis on that approach is needed.

Session 5. Focus on private (individual) wells

Session 5 addressed the challenges posed by private wells. It considered again the cases of Serbia and the United Kingdom, as well as the experiences of the seven focus countries.

Turning once more to Serbia’s rapid assessment of rural water supplies, participants heard more specifically about the findings for individual supplies, defined as those that serve fewer than 5 households or 20 people. Such sources are not regulated or subject to mandatory surveillance. Among the individual supplies assessed, 27% were dug wells with electric pumps, 26% boreholes with electric pumps, 14% protected springs and 12% open dug wells. Only one sixth of the individual supplies were compliant for all 12 parameters tested; 68% of them satisfied national E. coli standards, while 29% met all the physicochemical standards, of which the most common problems were nitrates and conductivity. Geographic differences were in line with those for small (non-individual) supplies. Sanitary inspections found that more than half of the boreholes with electric pumps were located near a latrine or sewer; were near another pollution source; had an absent or dysfunctional drainage channel. Sanitary issues were similarly common for the other types of individual supplies. Risk assessment showed that more than 40% of the supplies had high or very high risk scores, yet the owners were rarely aware of the importance of the issues identified. The results suggest the need to the integrate a risk-assessment approach for individual water supplies into national regulations, conduct awareness campaigns for both supply owners and local authorities, develop tools to track improvements, increase access to licensed systems and help finance improvements.

In England and Wales, local authorities are responsible for monitoring single-dwelling water supplies. The Drinking Water Inspectorate provides them with technical support. Because large water companies are required to monitor raw water, their data has allowed the Inspectorate to develop heat maps highlighting where there are problems with the groundwater. Small private supplies provide only 1% of consumers with water, yet that still covers some 40,000 wells. It was only when the law changed and the Inspectorate gathered locally held data that it became clear just how many there were. While domestic well owners do not have to perform risk assessments, they must still hew to regulations. When property is sold, a single water sample must be taken. The inspectorate is trying to educate lawyers and realtors about the importance of risk assessment and owner responsibilities. While the quality of private supplies has improved, thanks partly to regulatory changes, 6% of their water samples are non-compliant. Risk-based assessment and monitoring were introduced for private supplies in 2010; those that serve more than one dwelling now have to do risk assessments every five years, but there is no such requirement for single-dwelling supplies. Fifteen per cent of small supplies still contain enterococci and 15% E. coli. Local authorities can charge owners and users for non-compliance or a failure to address issues. The local authorities require a great deal of training and support. They often are reluctant to enforce regulations and tend to act only on endpoint testing, yet the Inspectorate continues to promote risk assessment.

Several of the focus countries report problems with unregulated drillers – a lack of training, unfamiliarity with water quality issues, falsified borehole depths or not reporting boreholes at all. Estonia is weighing the possibility of charging private well owners for use of groundwater.
The session ended with participants dividing into buzz groups to come up with reasons for or against monitoring private wells. The devil’s advocates in the group were able to come up with only a few arguments against such monitoring.

- It is a much better use of scarce resources to invest them in improving the monitoring of large public supplies, which affect many more people.
- It might be preferable to focus just on users who are especially vulnerable to waterborne illnesses, e.g., the immunocompromised and families with small children.
- Locating all the small wells is a fool’s errand that is not worth the time.

The arguments for monitoring private wells were much more numerous.

- An improperly drilled well can contaminate the groundwater.
- Unanalysed wells can concentrate contaminants.
- Microbial contamination can cause a family to fall ill – and they can infect others.
- Monitoring private wells supports the human right to safe, clean drinking water.
- In sparsely inhabited areas, it is more cost-effective to support individual supplies than to lay and maintain miles of pipe.
- Monitoring informs the prioritization and frequency of subsequent monitoring.
- It provides an opportunity to educate owners about how to safeguard water quality – and why it is important.
- Urbanization trends mean that private well use will diminish, and keeping tabs on wells allows abandoned wells to be shut down properly and thereby prevent the possible contamination of an entire water-bearing soil horizon.
- A significant portion of the population relies on private wells.
- Private wells are much likelier than other water sources to be non-compliant.
- Many owners do not have any alternatives to well water, and they have a vested interest in improving their water quality.
- Private wells often utilize the same aquifers as public wells or springs and can potentially pollute them.
- Monitoring ensures the proper drilling and construction of private wells, which should adhere to the same standards as public wells.
- Drinking-water standards ought to be the same for everyone, and monitoring enforces that.

**Session 6. Sustainable financing of small water-supply and sanitation services**

This session addressed sustainable financing, focusing on direct support costs and how to estimate them.

Sustainable financing is essential if water and sanitation systems are not to fail. It necessitates a shift from thinking about undertaking discrete projects, which require one-time investments, to thinking about delivering services over the long term, which involves recurrent costs and periodic upgrades. To understanding the sustainable financing requirements for a given system involves five steps:

1. assessing current assets and service levels
2. assessing current and ideal costs for sustainable service
3. assessing existing funding sources
4. comparing costs and funding resources (from Steps 3 and 4)
5. choosing financing mechanisms to cover the difference.

The session concentrated on Steps 2, 3 and 4. The costs in Step 2 can be divided into the following categories:

- capital expenditure – hardware and software investments in new schemes;
- operational and minor maintenance expenditure – electricity, chemicals, etc.;
- capital maintenance expenditure – rehabilitation, replacement and major repairs;
- direct support costs – post-construction activities (supervision, monitoring, surveillance, enforcement, technical assistance, planning and reporting);
- indirect support costs – macro-level planning and policy formulation, and training costs; and
- capital costs – loan interest.

Workshop participants broke into country groups to do a costing exercise focusing on the direct support costs of surveillance, using a costing tool available from IRC. The exercise involved first estimating the current costs of direct support for a representative water district, based primarily on the staff salaries needed to cover current surveillance activities, and then estimating the same costs for an ideal surveillance situation. The groups’ back-of-the-envelope estimates for current direct support costs for surveillance ranged from €1 to €20 per user. Comparison of the two costing scenarios – the current and the ideal – makes it possible to prioritize activities better, and the results can be used to advocate for additional funding.

Step 4 involves estimating three types of funding sources: various tariffs (from users), taxes (from the government) and transfers (from donors). The two cost categories most likely to face funding shortfalls are capital maintenance and direct support.

The tool also has separate sheets to calculate capital expenditure and maintenance. It is available free online from IRC at http://ircwash.org, along with a variety of other costing and budgeting tools (under Tools) and occasional free online courses (under News). The European Centre for Environment and Health will be working with the IRC to make the tools available in Russian, and it will invites feedback on these tools when they are in the draft stage.

Participants were asked how direct support services, particularly surveillance, are financed in their countries – and if it is inadequate, how the funding gap might be closed. In Belarus, water and sanitation activities, including surveillance, are funded largely through tariffs, but since the government tries to keep tariffs relatively low, they must be supplemented by tax money. Surveillance of critical public facilities, such as bathing areas and schools, is provided without charge, but individuals and companies have to pay an additional fee if they wish to have their water analysed. Estonia finances all direct support services for water and sanitation systems through taxes; funding appears to be adequate. In Latvia, water and sanitation surveillance is carried out by the health authorities and funded by taxes. Surveillance levels are not what they should be, but the government has repeatedly refused to increase allocations; it is not clear how this gap can be bridged. The direct support costs of water suppliers are funded through tariffs set by the public utilities commission. In Lithuania, a similar tool is employed to set user tariffs. The tariffs do not cover surveillance, however, so following the workshop, it will be suggested to the health ministry that they incorporate surveillance costs as well. The Republic of Moldova finances surveillance services through a combination of tax revenue (for emergency services) and user fees. Many users – schools, for instance – have no resources for such expenditures. There are plans to expand governmental allocations for surveillance. In the Russian Federation,
operational costs are covered by the government. Since there are not enough personnel, seven degrees of risk have been established to prioritize control activities. Ukraine is in the process of privatizing the water supply, due to a lack of money, though water tariffs have been increased. The health ministry provides monitoring services at a level determined in consultation with local governments.

**Session 7. Improving small water-supply and sanitation systems**

Participants were invited to reflect on the aspects of small water and sanitation systems that require the most attention in their respective countries, and what specifically they should concentrate on in the coming years.

**Belarus** has benefited immensely from hosting the workshop and thereby being able to expose people from many different Belarusian agencies and regions to the topics presented. It inspired plans to hold a workshop with the national regions on sanitary services, including a summary of the material presented here. One suggestion being considered is to incorporate a lecture on WSPs and SSPs in the training curriculum for sanitary–epidemiological staff. The workshop also provided an opening for further subregional cooperation and exchange and perhaps even joint actions.

**Estonia** has been ignoring small private water systems, but the workshop made a persuasive case for addressing the risks faced by the 13% of the population who get their drinking water from them. SSPs are also unknown in the country, so the Estonian participants planned on sharing the approach with colleagues and exploring how it might be applied.

In **Latvia**, policy-makers need to be convinced of the importance of addressing small water supplies; this workshop helped articulate the arguments for doing so, and the Serbian and Moldovan experiences provided inspiring models for the steps to take. The risk-assessment tool for WSPs is worth considering in developing the national Protocol targets.

**Lithuania** is in a position similar to that of its Baltic neighbours with respect to small systems, yet before the workshop there had been little communication between the colleagues working on these issues in the different countries. It was expected that that would now change. Lithuania should develop new legislation to start addressing small systems. It would also make sense to start incorporating health costs and savings into financial models for wastewater treatment and water-supply activities, similar to the way it is now done for the effects of activities on climate change. The environment and health ministries need to engage each other more on these issues. There had been some interest in the health department on WSPs and SSPs; this workshop was expected to inspire more dialogue, with an eye to adding a daylong workshop on small water supplies to an upcoming Baltic and Nordic health meeting that Lithuania is organizing.

While the **Republic of Moldova** is slowly but surely implementing the WSP approach, the workshop highlighted the importance of doing more to champion the rights of rural inhabitants to safe water and sanitation. The practical examples of SSP efforts were especially useful; the country needs to start applying the approach, even though the number of actors will make that somewhat complicated.

The workshop provided convincing arguments for monitoring private wells in the **Russian Federation**; they should no longer be considered a private affair. The financial aspects of small systems also need to be addressed. Given the vastness of the country, it makes sense to expand the use of low-tech analysis to monitor water quality on site. The country also needs to decide
what to do with some of the immense pipelines – as long as 1200 km – that exist in some of its remote semiarid areas.

In Ukraine, there is some familiarity with the WSP and SSP approaches, but until now there have been some barriers to implementation. From meetings such as this one, however, it has become clearer which corrective measures need to be taken to move forward with these approaches.

**Closing session: Conclusions and next steps**

**Conclusions**

The workshop organizers drew up the following list of conclusions and next steps articulated during the course of the workshop.

**Overarching themes**

- Small water and sanitation systems need to be examined from a public health perspective.
- Neighbouring countries provide rich opportunities to collaborate and learn from each other’s experiences.

**Global context**

- The Sustainable Development Goals call for safely managed water and sanitation services for all.
- The principles of universality and equity support increased attention to rural areas and small systems.

**Regional context**

- Small systems are a priority of the Protocol on Water and Health.
- Small-system issues can and should be included in national target-setting.

**Small systems**

- Widespread challenges for small systems include poor water-quality compliance, limited surveillance capacity, inadequate staffing and training, unsustainable financing and outdated systems.
- Some noteworthy tactics to address these challenges are connecting to larger (regional) operators, establishing financial support schemes, utilizing local authorities for advice, employing social media and developing smartphone-based solutions.

**WSPs**

- Based on risk-based principles, WSPs provide a public health benchmark for drinking-water supplies that is readily adaptable to varied national contexts. The step-by-step nature of WSPs facilitates the safe, effective management of small supplies.
- WSP implementation needs to be promoted at the national level, e.g. by integrating WSP-related requirements in regulations and norms for small or decentralized supplies, initiating pilots, disseminating case studies, developing guidance tools for operators and private owners, and raising awareness in the national water sector.
- Country action plans or roadmaps should be developed to implement the WSP approach.
Small sanitation systems and SSPs

- Rural sanitation suffers from a lack of awareness and political will.
- Poor sanitation can cause significant adverse health and environmental impacts.
- Sanitation requires looking at the entire waste chain, beyond just counting toilets.
- Major sanitation challenges include the following:
  o a lack of information on the various elements of the waste chain
  o diffusion of responsibility among different actors and authorities
  o the existence of many exposure groups.
- The goal of sanitation safety planning is to ensure that sanitation systems are managed to meet health objectives.
- SSPs require identifying and prioritizing health risks throughout the waste chain and improving waste collection, treatment and disposal.
- An SSP is a platform that brings diverse stakeholders together. It empowers public health advocacy while demanding – and reinforcing – health sector leadership.

Risk-based surveillance

- Risk-based surveillance provides a cost-effective way to address public health risks and guide interventions in the enormous number of small water-supply and sanitation systems.
- Targeted advocacy activities for decision-makers, capacity-building and strengthened regulatory requirements can all be used to promote risk-based surveillance. The EU directive on drinking water can be used to introduce the risk-based approach for water systems.
- Monitoring parameters should be limited to a small set of core indicators plus others that are locally relevant. It is also important to monitor service levels and the performance of suppliers and authorities. Historical risk data can help determine which indicators to monitor, which sites to monitor and how often to conduct surveillance.
- Rapid testing methods can be a useful alternative to lab tests, particularly in outbreak situations, but may require laboratory confirmation.

Private wells

- Private wells are the most unreliable type of water supply, with low compliance rates for water quality and poor sanitary conditions. They should therefore be subject to regulation and surveillance.
- A rapid assessment of private wells can be invaluable in raising political awareness of the issues and guiding programming.
- Support possibilities include social media, smartphone solutions for sanitary inspections and financial support schemes for well improvements.

Costing and financing

- All life-cycle costs – including recurring costs such as operations, maintenance and support – need to be considered to ensure the long-term sustainability of a water-supply or sanitation system.
- Analysis of direct support costs can help define resourcing needs, depending on the political ambitions for health protection. It can also help inform decisions about the extent of surveillance activities.
Next steps

Mission possible #1 – a to-do list for participants

- Attend subregional workshop.
- Put WSP approach in place, or at least promote it.
- Make sure that rural sanitation and SSPs are on the policy radar.
- Incorporate risk-based principles in surveillance.
- Develop a plan to address the safety of private wells.
- Determine costs and allocate funding effectively.
- Establish targets for small systems within the Protocol context.

Mission possible #2 – a to-do list for the European Centre for Environment and Health

- Explore the possibility of translating the United Kingdom risk-assessment tool into Russian.
- Provide access to the IRC costing tool.
- Explore the possibility of working with the IRC to translate the tool to Russian and adapt it for the subregion.
- Assemble and disseminate a set of relevant case studies and tools.

Closing remarks

After presenting the conclusions and next steps on behalf of the organizers, Oliver Schmoll said that the workshop underscored the importance of looking at small water supply and sanitation systems from a health perspective, as well providing participants with the practical tools to do so. The meeting also showed how valuable it was for people working on these issues to network with colleagues from neighbouring countries, learn from each other’s experiences, inspire planning and lay the groundwork for future cooperation.

Siarhei Sychyk, the director of the Center of Hygiene, closed the workshop by noting that Soviet regulations in the subregion were based on maximum viable concentrations of contaminants, and they did not consider the concept of acceptable risk. He endorsed the workshop’s emphasis on how risk-assessment models can be used to better safeguard public health. He thanked the sponsors and organizers of the workshop, which he said had provided inspiration to the many Belarusian participants, and he applauded the participants from abroad for coming to Minsk to learn from the experiences of others working on the issues of small water and sanitation systems and strengthen ties among the countries of the subregion.
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# Annex 2. Workshop programme

**Wednesday, 15 March 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00–09:30</td>
<td>Registration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 09:30–10:00| **Welcome and opening**  
*Natalia Zhukova, Deputy Minister of Health, Belarus*  
*Batyr Berdyklychev, Head of WHO Country Office Belarus*  
Introduction of meeting objectives and expected outcomes (*Oliver Schmoll, WHO Regional Office for Europe*)  
Introduction of participants  
Nomination of meeting officers |
| 10:00–11:15| **Session 1: Situation of small-scale water supply and sanitation services**  
Chairs: *Siarhei Sychyk and Alena Drazdova*  
Why are we concerned of small-scale water supplies and sanitation? (*Oliver Schmoll*)  
Questions and answers  
Country presentations on the situation of small-scale water supply and sanitation systems:  
- Belarus  
- Estonia  
- Ukraine  
Questions and answers |
| 11:15–11:45| Morning break |
| 11:45–12:45| **Session 1 (continued)**  
Country presentations on the situation of small-scale water supply and sanitation systems:  
- Latvia  
- Lithuania  
- Republic of Moldova  
- Russian Federation  
Questions and answers |
<p>| 12:45–14:15| Lunch break |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 2: Scaling up Water Safety Plan (WSP) approach in small-scale systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14:15–15:15</td>
<td>Chair: Dragana Jovanovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to the WSP approach: key steps and benefits (Arnt Diener and Oliver Schmoll)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study: Application of risk assessment tool in small private supplies in the United Kingdom (Laura Moss)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Afternoon break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:15–15:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 2 continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:45–17:45</td>
<td>Case study: Capacity building and development of a national guideline on WSP in the Republic of Moldova (Ion Salaru)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roadmap for uptake and scale-up of the WSP approach (Oliver Schmoll)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderated roundtable discussion on main steps towards uptake and scale-up of the WSP approach</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Thursday, 16 March 2017</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00–10:30</td>
<td>Session 3: Sanitation Safety Planning (SSP) approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Oliver Schmoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to Sanitation Safety planning (Raquel Mendes):</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Why SSPs?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- What is a SSP?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Interactive demonstration exercise: key steps in rural sanitation planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- How will the SSPs work in small systems context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Morning break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:30–10:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 3 continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10:45–12:15</td>
<td>Rotating group work: How to move forward with SSPs in small systems context?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Group discussions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Feedback to the plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Wrap up</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Lunch break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:15–13:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 4: Monitoring and surveillance of small-scale services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13:45–15:15</td>
<td>Chair: Arnt Diener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consideration for drinking-water quality surveillance in small-scale systems (Enkhtsetseg Shinee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study: Outcomes of rapid assessment of drinking water quality and prevailing sanitary conditions of small-scale water supply systems in rural Serbia (Dragana Jovanovic)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monitoring water services: monitoring practices and use of data (Marieke Adank)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Afternoon break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:15–15:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 4 continued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>15:45–16:30</td>
<td>Round-table discussion on monitoring and surveillance of small-scale systems: current practices, challenges and improvement needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session 5: Focus on private (individual) wells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:30–18:00</td>
<td>Chair: Oliver Schmoll</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Buzz groups:</em> What are the issues with management of private wells?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study: Results of assessment of individual wells in Serbia (<em>Dragana Jovanovic</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Case study: Regulations on private water supplies in England and Wales (<em>Laura Moss</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Country statements from Belarus, Estonia and Lithuania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Buzz groups:</em> What improvement actions are needed?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Closure Day 2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Friday, 17 March 2017**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 6: Sustainable financing of small-scale water supply and sanitation services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>09:00–11:15</td>
<td>Chair: Enkhtsetseg Shinee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to cost categories: direct support costs (<em>Marieke Adank</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questions and answers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to costing tools (<em>Marieke Adank</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exercise in country-groups: estimating direct support costs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Feedback of group work outcomes to plenary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Financing water service costs (<em>Marieke Adank</em>)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderated discussion on financing of direct support costs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Morning break</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:15–11:45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session 7: Improving small-scale water supply and sanitation systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11:45–12:45</td>
<td>Moderators: Oliver Schmoll and Enkhtsetseg Shinee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Concluding roundtable discussion on steps towards improving the situation of small-scale water supplies and sanitation systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Summary and conclusions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12:45–13:00</td>
<td>Closure of the workshop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>